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Manifesto
of the

International Contact Commission
WORKERS OF ALL CONTINENTS, OF ALL RACES AND COLORS

The new imperialist war has begun!

The Anglo-French bloc is at war again with Germany. Italy and

other powers will be involved very, soon. In a period of months the

United States will be drawn in. At present American Imperialism is

busy taking away all the international markets of the European powers

at war. , -

- As predicted by Marx and Lenin, capitalism can not solve itaprob.

lems except by recourse to the most organized mass murder

history. L-
Millions died in the last world war; ten million of the. floweret the

working class and peasant youth. Twenty-five years and on,

later more millions are being asked to die again for the profits of Krupp

and Thyssen, Schneider and Rothschild, Deterding and Greaten,

Morgan and Rockefeller, Mitsui and Mitsubishi.

Workers are being asked to die for "national honor," the glory of

democracy, for the peace and independence of "little" Poland, fer the

integrity of Danzig, for self-determination, for "justice and honor."

Empty lies and shibboleths!
Behind the words "independence for Poland" is the fight of "British

imperialism against the German imperialists for the domination of

Europe; behind these words lies the struggle over oil and rubber, coal

and iron, copper and manganese, coloniesand fields of investments. The

self-determination of Danzig is a brutal smokescren for the 30 million

tons of Polish coal produced each year, for the 40 million acres of fertile

land, for the cattle and horses of Poland, for the iron deposits and

lignite, for the salt and nianganese, for the rich fields to which Poland is

the doorway.
All the talk of- peace and democracy are lies and deception, the

fraud and fakery of the most brutal murderer of all times, IMPERIAL-

ISM! Thirty-six billions have been spent by German imperialism for

guns and ammunitiOn, whilea-nation-of 88 million'peoPlexis reduced to

semi-starvation, a ration card systetn worse than the worst unemployed

dole. The tieacafulness of the Nazi butchers is . attested to by their

murder of thousands of revolutionists, of 'thousands of Jewish and

Catholic people, by the subjection of Austria,and-Czecifeslevakia. What

the German working-class, is being asked to fight for is perpehaatien of
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the 60 to 72 hour week, the forced labor of youths and older men that
is killing off thousands, the forced evacuations of thousands of families,
the vicious restriction of all movements and actions of the German
'Working class and poor farmers. /

BOTH SIDES HAVE SIMILAR INTERESTS

The camp of the other side is no better. The workers of Poland,
France and England are being asked to fight to protect the vast stolen
empires of British and French Imperialism, protect the oil fields of Iraq
and Mesopotanea, the iron, coal, rubber, wheat, rice, tin zinc, nickel
of Malaya, Palestine, South, East, West Africa, of Canada and
Zanzibar, Guinea and Australia, Morocco and Indo-China. What the
workers are being asked to "defend" is the horrible exploitation of
peasants and workbrs in British India, the practical slavery of millions
of Negroes in Africa, the stealing of the land of hundreds of millions of
poor peasants of the British Empire, the murder of thousands of colonial
peoplef_the system of starvation which Britain and France have spread
throughout their colonies.

And what is the role of the two great "neutrals," the United States
and Japan? There is not one iota of difference between all these
camps. J. P. Morgan and Co., through its puppet editorial staff on the
Fortune magazine have already let it be known that they are support-
ing America's entry into the next war which may include parallel action.
with British Imperialism, just as in the last World Carnage. Workers
in America are again going to be asked to die to protect the American
Empire, to protect the system which throws 16 million out of work and
onto slow-starvation doles; which murders and lynches helpless Negroes
in the South, which controls and aids the vicious dictatorships of Vargas,
Gomez, Trujillo, Bernavides, Batista, which enslaves the Porto Rican,
Cuban, Haitian, Panamanian, Phillipine and other colonial people of

. the western hemisphere. And Japan, with the same goal as all the
{ rest, is trying to make the Pacific Ocean a Japanese lake, just as the

United States himade the Carribean the exclusive property of Amer-
ican Imperialism.

DON'T SHOOT FRATERNIZE

. Workers of the World, refuse to shoot your brother across the
trenches! Unite with him. He is your greatest ally in the struggle against
the imperialists of all the world.

Twenty-five million workers are unemployed in this world. The
warehouses are full, there is a super-abundance of money for war sup-
plies; for guns and ammunition BUT the masses of the world are
going hungry and naked. Capitalism destroys the things of life. It is
interesteebnly in the profits gained from the murders of millions of
youth.

The war of the bosses for profits, must be turned by the working
class of the world into a WAR AGAINST THE BOSSES, A WAR FOR

THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION, FOR SOCIALISM!

The victorious October Revolution in the weakest link of capitalism
in 1917, in Rusia, stopped the last world blood-bath. Dying capitalism
was confronted with two dozen proletarian revolutions, a struggling
y.rorking class fighting to end once and for all the system of war, un-

_iemploynient and oppression. The treachery of the social-patriots of that
period, the Second International, and later the treachery of Stalinism

in China, Germany, 'Britain, Spain, etc., gave capitalism a new lease on

life and paved the way for the new imperialist ,war of today. The Stalin-
Hitler pact of 'Peace" was the Stalin signal for Hitler to go ahead: It

is still another sellout by Stalinism of the working class.

The defeats that the working class have suffered in the last twenty

'years, defeats aided and abetted by Stalinism and Social-Democracy

have warped the Workers State in the Soviet Union to the 'point today

where it is on the brink of counter-revolution back to capitalism; have

permitted world capitalism to reorganize their forces for a new war for

profits.
The workers of the world, however, will not be deterred. The

voice of Marxism, the voice of the International Contact Commission for

the New Communist (4th) International will be heard around the world.

- In the midst of the treachery of world social-democracy and Stalinism,

° which again is supporting the "fatherland", the Contact Commission

calls for the proletariat of all capitalist nations to work for the defeat

of its "own" country, the defeat of its "own" army.

. In the imperialist war, workers on both sides must fight for revolu-

tionary working class action for the defeat of their "own" boss class, for

the class struggle against capitalism. If the Soviet Union under Stalinism

becomes a tail to one of the imperialist groups, the workers in the cap-

italist countries must continue on the same policy, that of revolutionark

defeatism, to turn the imperialist war into civil war for working class

emancipation. The -defense of the Soviet Union -can only be carried

through by supporting the working class force8. and by a relentless fight -

i cannot be tolerated just because the Soviet Union is at
toward a political *revolution against Stalinism. Cessation of the class

Struggle against Stalinism and other anti-working class forces in the

SovietUn
war O4the contrary it is precisely in this hour of danger in order to

save the Soviet Union that the *working masses-must intensify the

struggle against the imperialist agents in the Soviet Union as well as

fight the imperialists themselves. -
.FIGHt AGAINST SOCIAL PATRIOTISM

Those who are speaking of a "fatherland"; those who call for

defense of "democracy"; those who are calling forpunitive" wars a-
gainst Fascism these- people are a tail to the imperialists. The only

defense of the interests of the working class, of all countries, is the inter-

national struggle against international capitalism, fascist and demo-

cratic both.
2 3-



,Itose, who like the Trotskyites, Brandlerites, Lovestoneites,

London Buro, and others, confuse the struggle against war, who are for

yielding on the class struggle in war time, just as they now capitulate to
bourgeois democracy before the war in certain countries (support of a

Caballero government in Spain, a Blum-Cachin government in France,

Ludlow amendments and Labor Party in the United States) these

'people will be the 1939 Kautskys, the centrist renegades. The centrist

position of these people on war must and will be exposed, and their
membership won over to the position of revolutionary defeatism by the

work of the Contact Commission.

Workers of the world! the bosses war horror has descended on us.

. The social-chauviniste are again confusing our ranks as in the last blood-

bath. But the road to victory, to the final elimination of war, unemploy-

ment and starvation, lies clear a head and accessible. Continue the dais

struggle in war time!
The International Contact Commission calls on all working class

organizations and revolutionary workers to unite on the basis of the

class struggle 'against capitalismrand revolutionary defeatism against

the imperialist war.
Not a man, not a gun for boss war!

For independent working class action!

Fraternize with the "enemy" across the trenches unite_against

the common enemy, your "own" capitalist country!

Defend the Democratic Rights of the Working Class!

.Turn the Imperialist war into Civil War!

For the Social Revolution!
Build the New; Communist (4th) International!

Provisional International Contact Commission

Red Front of Germany
Leninist League of Scotland
Revolutionary Workers League, U. S.
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No question is to little understood and more distorted

than the Russian question. Fundamentally this confusiofl is a'con-

tinuati,on of the petty-bourgeois concepts of the state that existed

in Lenin's day, Having failed to understand the character of the

bourgeois state yesterdaylithe ultra-lefts and opportunists cannot

comprehend the meaning of the Workers State today,

Their objections falls under six:heads,

and treat then one by one:

1-7. The terror by Stalin against the former revolutionary leaders

and others,
Wage labor and surplus value exist in the Soviet Union today,

The Soviet State today is made up of bourgeois forms and

mast consequently be bourgeois in character,
A small mainority make exorbitant sums and reap the fruit of

the large majority; therefore, state capitalism exists,
The Soviet Union is moving back towards capitalism and is in

the process of transition. It is neither a Workers State

nor as yet a capitalist state.
Stalinism plays a counter-revolutionary role in all revolu-

tionary situations; therefore the Soviet State cannot be a

lbrkers State.

I -- THE STALIN MRRORISVI .

Let us list then

"Look at the terror in the Soviet Union against ald revolu-

tionists." our "Marxists" say, "Can that be a Workers State'?" Our

good "Marxists" have forgotten all that has been said on the question

of the state, For them it is merely a moral question -- bourgeois

morals at that. In a similar vein the Social Democrats of yesterday

pointed to theterror-under Lenin and Trotsky to "prove" the same point

- Terror, however, is dharacteristic of ALL states, slave,
feudal, capitalist and Worker, n itself it denotes that classes
exist and that there is a cla struggle. Furthermore, even the
question of whom the terror is directed AGAINST does not solve the -

Question of the CONTENT of the state, It will determine who has
control, of the state.

The state under Robespierre in the' FrenchRevolution direc-
ted its terror in its first period against thousands of bona fide
capitalists and their agents in the Assembly; It passed innumerab1e4:

measures against the usury and exoloitation of the banks and indus-

trialists and kactually EgFORCED most of these, Yet who will deny
that this was a CAPITALIST state which Robespierre headed?
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The state is a, product of class antagonisms and the social
relations of a particular mode of production. Quite apart, then,
froth the wishes of the men or classes involved, the character' of a
state is determined by its economic base --- the MODE OF PRODUCTION,
Every iMportant change in the mode of production will have a bearing
on the form and structure of the state. Revolutionary, changes in
the mode of production cannot be effected without revolutionary
changes in the CHARACTER of the state.

Although episodically the GOVEMENTAL REGIME can be at
variance in its political and social outlook with the given mode of
production under the stake, nevertheless such a lag can 'only te
shortlived and in-no/pay affects the character of the state,

"By way of exception, however," sg:ys Engels in his ORIGIN
OF THE FAMILY, "there'are period-a when the warring classes so nearly
attain equilibrium that the state power, ostensibly appearing as a
mediator, assumes forthe moment a certain independence in telation
to both," r

Our bourgeois moralists who go by the borrowed name of
IlMarxiSts", point with horror to the.murder of thousands in' the S.U.
"A revolutionist is more persecuted in the Soviet Union than in Ger-
many" is the argument of these people. The full historical meaning
'o'f this sentence is lost on them, The Contradictions between a buro-
cracy composed of bourgeois, petty-bourgeois and a small proletarian
strata, objectively working for the re-introduction of capitalism, on
the one hand, and a scoailist economy on the other, will obviously be-
far greater than the contradictions even in a Fascist nation where
the proletariat has' not yet.achieved power. When the fact is added
that the Soviet Union is an isolated Workers State within a whole
general framework of capitalism in decay, one ha S the historical ba-
sis for the unprecedented terrorism of Stalinism, (

TRANSITION ECONOMY MOVIEG BACK TOWARD CAPITALISM

The terror in the Fascist regimes is occasioned precisely
by the economic decay, the near-bankruptcy of the economy, the economy
of scarcity, Otherwise the bourgeoisie could continue to rule by the
old forms -- bourgeois democracy,' Let our so-called Marxists explain
on their basis -- why a "capitalist" "nation which created 300 cities
in ten years' increased its productivity 900%' from 1913 -- the
"greatest accomplished by any country in the world", a nation, which
these people claim is capitalist, whose share of industrial produc-
tion in the world rose from 4,9% in 1928 to 17.5% in 1938 DE3PITE
THE WORST 'liEPRESSION IN CAPITALIST HISTORY -- let these revisionists
explain why such a !!.capitalist" nation must resort to such horrible
terrorism. Strengthen the capitalist economy of any nation and you
strengthen the base of bourgeois democracy. Obvieusly the terrorism
in the Soviet Union cannot be explained by any formula that capita-
lism exists there. Such a hypothesis can lead only to the Stalinist
idea that the increases in production have paved the way for the
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highest form of democracy in the bapitalist world,. The only e I a-
tion for this phenomenon lies in the -gigantic contradictions o
TRANSITION ECONOMY movj_ng backward TOWARD CAPITALISM.

Obviously what we are dealing with here is what Engels re-
ferred to When he spoke of the warring classes attaining such a close
equilibrium (in this case the proletariat and world capitalism with
its agents within the Soviet Union) that the state for a period is
able to fUnction with a "certairaindependence'in relation to both"?
Bonapartist? etc.

a

II.e-.SURPLUS VALUE AND WAGE LABOR

The ultra-lefts conaantly prate about the similarities be-
tween capitalist economy and Soviet economy, In both instances they
say there is surplus value and wage labor.

Yes, it is true that-in the Soviet Union there'is spme pro-
duction for the market, but planned economy is the KEY factor even
though the planning is poor. And it is also true that surplus value,
just as under capitalism, is still being created.

But our good "critical Marxists" fail to deal with" the di
similarities. They fail to point out that surplus value is NOT pri-
vately appropriated but is appropriated by the state.'They fail to
point out that the planned economy has, despite the Stalinist warpings
of the system, increasingly Changed production for the market under
an economy Of scarcity to an economy of abundance.

Again our critics forget all the laWs of decay capitalism.
"Planning" under decay capitalism is the planning of an.ECONOMY OF

SCARCITY. It means destruction of the living standard of the masses,
rations, etc, Those who glibly speak of the Soviet Union .as a Fas-
cist' state must be prepared to explain the increase in the TOTAL
forces of production,- including in 'the consumption fields. In the
worst years of the qepression the Soviet Union geared up its produ-
pers goods from 7 billion rubles in 1928 to 19.1 billions in 1932.
In the worst years of the depression, from 1928-32, the Soviet Union
added 7,000 kilometers of railroads, added 70 million kilometer tons
of freight. From 192 to lE two short years, the Soviet Union
rose from the 6th producer of electric to the 3rd; from 1928 to 1934
worst depression years; it rose from the 6th coal nroducer to the
4th, from 6th to 2nd in pror:uction of pig iron; irom bth to 3rd in
production of steel; its output of machtlaary was 7 tfmes as much in
1934 as in 1928; in addition, it was the leading* importer of Machin
ery. From 1928 to 152n the output of United St'-.es coal and oil, 15
and 11 times, respectively, that of the Soviet Union, fell to only
five times\as much as in 1932. Food and consumers goods rose by
3,2% and 4.4% from 1233 to 1934. -These are not official (Stalinist)
figures. They are taken from the figur=s of the

American-RussianChamberof Commerce which has such people on its board of directors
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as the vice-president of Bethlehem Steel, the chairman of Chrysler
Export Corporation, the president of Goodrich Tire, the general mana-
ger of R.. ..t.mmunications, etc,

Figures, alone, of course, are-hot conclusive. But how do
our critics explain an increase in capitalization of 88 billion ru-
bles in 5 or 6 years? Despite all the burocratic excesses of Stali-
nism, it is a tribute to the intrinsic vitality of -thr warped Workers
State and to Transition Economy that in such a backward country, it
is possible to lay down, even theoretically, the general rule of the
7, hour day, while in America the .general rule is a 40 to 48 hour week,
in France the 60 hour weekis legalized, in Cru-many 60 to 72 hours,
etc, Planned Economy under the Soviets has proved superior to the
capitalist anarchy of produc-cion for markets in its.ufree" competi-
tion (democrauic) or its planned scarcity and barter (fascist) forms.
What we object to in relation to Stalinism is its wrong. planning; MR..
thods, its. burocratic escesses and the false relation of internal
development to the world revolution.

What is misunderstood is the CHARACTER of_a_Diotatorship
of the Proletariat in general, and the character of such a Dictator-
Ship in the Soviet Union in particular.

Generally speaking, a Transition Economy (the economic
phase of the Proletarian Dictatorship) has elements of both capita-
list and socialist economy, and in that sense represents a contra-
diction of the two,

1

The Soviet Union,.however, has two other important contra-
dictions: l- It was a BACKWARD lir.k of the world capitalist chain,
one of the least developed of all capitalist countries in theworld
in every sense of 'the word, 2- It has .remained isolated for 20 years
as a ':;orkers State totally surrounded by capitalist powers and is .

now moving back toward capitalism instead of forward toward socialism.

Undo r sudh circumstances obviously the limits of economic
progress WITHIN THE SINGLE WORK.vMS STATE were greatly proscribed, at
best, with the capitalist factors outweighing the socialist factors.
But with the burocratic distortions and excesses of Stalinism as an
additional weight at the throat of the young, isolated and backward
Workers State, the capitalist factors must certalay begin slowly to

- replace more and more the socialist factors. But that does not
change the CHARACTER of the economy which at best is only a dialec-
tical combination of capitalist and socialist factors.

For our ultra-lefts there is only black and white; for the
centrists there is only Shadings of. impurity; but for the Marxists''
there is a dialectic underStanding ! /-?d exact labelling of black and
White and the other colors. _

.
.
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TEL STRUCTURE OF TRANSITION ZCONOta
,

Capitalist economy des not became converted in a moment'

to socialist economy. A long transition period is needed for this,
The important thing is that the pialetariat shell seize state power,
shall expropriate the big capitalists and BEGIN planned production.
But the complete eliMination of the capitalist sectors of economy
can take place only when: 1- The decisive capitalist statge have -

been overthrom by a proletarian revolution; and g- Planned socialist
production has proceeded to such a point that it alaurally replaces
all forms of capitalist production and has raised the standard of
living of all workers and farmers far above the highest .capitalist
.standard.

Until audh-a period Transition Economy will be an unknown
equation depending on the level of development of the country in-
volved, the realtionship iKk7, forces of the jorkers State with wpm)
capitalism and the policies of the leadership of the Workers State,
The main distinctions from the capitalist mode of production will,
however, always be present, except that they-will not be in a fin-
ished form but in a dialectical process of development. Private
appropriation under Transition Economy is eliminated in favor of
State appropriation, and later under Socialism, of Social A3paropria-
tion. Commodity production TENDS 5.0 hL DISPLACED by production for
use. 14a,ae labor tends to become Social Labor, that is, wages are
less and less determined by the value of labor power on the open
market of competition but by planned relations to the totality of
social production and the inc:ivi6ua1 needs.

Despite all the excesses of Stalinism, its unjust and
burocratic shafe in the proeo:ice of society, its burocratic and
-4'ault77 planning, 1-1.ts eno14oaF2 concessions to%world capital' iii, ane
to capitalaat atrata ar.thin the Soviet Union, the above iu-admental
fFators still J-0 aza in 'the Sov:;.et Union, The only point depar-
ta:e is that tLe acaation of caaitalist to socialist facta,ral_due
to the Stalini&f ..rmings and the isolation of the Soviet Guion,
rre conctantly- faTYlothE more 'and more the capitalist factara, so'
that today the -ahole -structure -- economic., political and social --.
of Transition Economy is or tLe verge of being caved in.

III -- TEE ;:,..,E0IS FOIES

The third argument of our Xrdts against the Workers aa
State 'is that bourgeois fo27ms-are prevel, uapparatue-.---
The 9Oyiets have been liquidate3 in favor rif.fs structure.
likrkors democracy no longer exists in any foY'mt *etc,

gain,athose who holdato.this position fail to take into
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No state is carved out of the whole Cloth. ' The forms of
state power are as variegated as the number of states, . Theyaare
conditioned by the. economic base. 'beneath the state. The FOliki of a
state is very 'impoiata.nt but not -decisive.in determining the class
content of the *state. The 1918-19 Scheideman regime accepted the
Soviet and Workers Militia. forms LEGALLY PIM THE STATE STRUCTUFE
OF CZRMANY, This however + did not make -Germany a Workers State
any more _than the acceptance of bourgeois forms by Stalinism makes
the Soviet Union a capitalist state,

,

The Hungarian bourgeoisie, before Bela Kim. in 1919, also
accepted the Militia and Soviets directly and legally into the
state 'structure, The Companys regime in Catalonia not only accepted
for a time --- although not in its constitution --- not only the
.Red Guargds and the Anti--Faseist Committees, :but 'even tolerated- the
seizure of bourgeois property. Nevertheless, not one of these re-.
-gimes was a Workers State. In FORM they had great similarities .with
the Workers State form. - In =WENT they were capitalist states:
they continued the old capitaliSt, mode of -production and the old

- capitalist private appropriation,
_Some' of the present colonial countries in FOrti approximate

Feudal states more than they do capitalist states -- backward states
in Asia, Peru, etc, for example. In content, however, the economy
is domianted and in the grip of the capitalist mode of production;
anct.the state -- product of irreconcilable antagonisms -- serves
the interest primarily (despite the Wishes or desires of thousands

'-"of feudal landholders) of capitalism, especially foreign capital,
No one denies that the question of Workers Democracy is of

decisive importance for the liorkers State. .No Workers State can
exist long without it, Nevertheless, the fact that Workers Demo-
.cracy as a rule no longer exists in the Soviet Union does not in
itself- predetermine the CEARACMR of the Soviet State.

There are inntimerable examples in bourgeois history where
democracy for the exploiters or large sections of theft did not ex-
ist. a The Robespierre regime lias one example in point. Lenin re-
fers to a few other examples, the, two Bonapartist regimes, etc.
But thia factor in itself does not-determine the character of astate,

TIlE MEANING OF 4101-11,7,1-? S DEMOCRACY

Workers-Democracy is based on economic develoamenta, Wcir-
kers Democracy in Russia could not poSsibly he as advanced as Wor-
kers Democracy in a newly-formed Workers State, say in &iglandt Ger-
many or the United States, The level of economic development in
,Russia was too low and still' is too low for the same level of Wor-
kers Democracy to obtain. But instead of developing and aiding
democracy for the workers, Stalinism, in order to maintain its

;

-

-
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burocratic rule, suppresses it
The ultra-lefts adduce .from thisfact the idea that Bolshe-

vism always was' an anti-Working class tendency, deliberately confu-
sing Bolshevism, Marxism, with Stalinism. The opportunists, on. the
other hand, renew their request for " ocracy" in the Soviet Union,
i.e., Bourgeois Democracy, the legail 'za 'on of all parties, etc,

Workers Democracy cannot be re-established through the
legalization of the various parties that objectively or subjectively
serve the bourgeoisie, from the white Guards to the centrist groups.
Workers Democracy must be re-established primarily *through the So-
viets and the arming:of the working masses. As a decisive and impor-
tant adjunct of this, the right of factions dITHIN the Marxist Party
must be recognized and adhered to. Those parties which together with
the iviarxist' Party have seized power and have accepted the basic prin41
ciples of the workers state must take immediate steps toward unifi- -

cation-into one powerful Marxist organization, At the conclusion of.
the process of negotiation.s and unification which will be of short
duration that group or party not accepting the Marxist program must
be suppressed the same as the other parties that do not accept the
basic principles.

Stalinism, however, has warped or destrdyed whatever sem-
blance of Workers Democracy did exist or was possible. For the mo-
ment the Stalinist-controlled state enjoys, as Engels points out,
an "ostensible independence" of the classes involved because of the
backward sweep of the Workers State, both in the economic and politi
cal spheres, has caused a temporary and unstable "equilibrium" of the

. classes. But that does not alter the CHARACTER of the State. it$
. -

,-
gmerely alters its DIRECTION and MVELOPMENT.

For the character of the state to be altered, not only m

police measures must be used against the proletariat but a violent
counter-revolution must replace the October property relations
by a capitalist mode of production.

IV -- STATE CAPITALISM

When you confront the anti-Soviet "theoreticians" with the
question, "who are the capitalists in the Soviet Union?", they in-
variably answer that the top burocracy that ,controls the machinery
of state live in palaces and fine summer homes, draw dozens of times
as much pay as the average worker. -- that is the ire* capitalist
class in the Soviet Union. According to these people, the form' of
capitalism is somewhat different than in other states, but it is
STATE CAPITALISM, rievertheless,

State capitalism is a fancy myth. The control of the
whole system of production through STATEERSHIP is eoreticala



conceivable but practically it is impossible under capitalism. The
concrete examples in Germany and Italy tend to anrr. this fact,
In Germany, especially, state ownership is practically n ligible,

TLE STATE AD2C.AY CAPITALISM

In the period of decay capitalism the bourgeois state is
forced to intervene more and more in the economic affairs of the-na-
tion, to aid the natural process of "big fish ect little fislh", to
:help through state coercion the natural process o oaoitalist crises
of re-orgenizinE inductry anC economy on new levels,' or eliminating
greater and greater portions of the-middle-class and lesser-capita-
lists, and of passing the burden of this re-oraanization .onto the
shoulders of the proletariat with a lower fia)m of economy of gbarcity.

ao
This intervention soNetimes takecon the form of state owner-

ship. When certain industries no longer can show a profit in the
ordinary processes of ca'aitalism, the bouraeois state may step in, 4

take over the industry or firm), anC in exchanae for the caoitalist
stocks.bearing no dividends, the government gives good government
bonds bearing interest. In all such instances, actual control will
rest with a group of government-appointed men renresenting -- more
than likely -- the same interests whc have been "bought out". In
,other words, stpte ownership under capiLalism (State Capitalism) is
'merely a form of "alleviating the Jistress" of the most pressed sec-
tions of capitalism by means of sovernment aid, It is merely another
form of government subsidy, in addition to all other forms, (direct
sUbsidies, cOntracts at eIorbitant prices, state loans at low in-
terest rates, state grants of-land, mail contracts, etc).

State ownership under capitalism is due to the basic decay
of the system and the attempt to hold back the forces of production.
State ownership under Transition Economy is for orodactive develop-
ment.

In the Soviet Uhion there was none of the above=cited hocus,
poous. The bourgeoisie was not re-imbursed; it was EY-SOPRIATED, It
got nothing ln return for ito aropertias except an opportunity to
work just like the proletari - Furthermore, ,in the first years of
the Dictatorship of the Proletariat the wage differentials betv;een
various layers of the.workine class were being constantly reduced.

_ With the triumph of Stalinism, however, and the theory of
"Socialism in One Country" which changed the direction of the ',1brkers
State back toward capitalism instead of forward to Socialism -- with
this triumph the whole process was reversed, Burocratic ultimatums
replaced free working class initiative and control (through the trade
unions, Soviets, Party, etc). A new layer of the proletariat had to
be developed as the shock troops for forcing the Stalinist line and
economic excesses down the throats of the rank and file workers,

Differentiations within the working class instead of being elimina-
ted.were constantly fostered and further developed.

That process reaches its culmination today with the gigan-
tic excesses of the members of the Stalinist burocracy, Further-
more this process is culminating in the legalization of private
property in certain spheres; the accumulation of capital by many
_koThoz members and burocrats; the introduction on a far wider scale
of government bonds, forced loans, etc,

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOVIET UNION

One must look at the Soviet Union from the point of view
not of its excesses and the capitalist FORMS that are being re-intro-
duced and eating up the vitals of the Workers State and ECODOMy.
One must look at the Soviet Union from the viewpoint of its dialec-
tical development:

The seizure of nower and expropriation of the bourgeoisie,
The failure of the world proletariat to extend the revolu-
tion to other countries, --

The temporary retreat to the NEP and then the movement
towards planned socialist production.
The fialure of the World proletariat in the 1923 era to
again extend the revolution and the rise of a peitly-boUr7
geois clique within and outside the Workers State, which
-warped the character of the dictator:ship in all of its forms.
The development back toward capitalism, enormous_concssiom
to the'bourgeois' and petty-bourgeois strata within the
Soviet State, and political concessions to the world im-
perialists on the outside (U.S., France, Germany, etc.)

A capitalist is one who owns and controls means of produc-
tion and is able on that basis to pocket surplus value created by
the proletariat which operates those means of production. Is the
Stalinist burocrat, then, a capitalist? What means of production
does he own? What surplus value does he appropriate? Of all the
values produced in the Soviet Union, the producers -- the proleta-
riat, kolhoz people, etc. -- take a certain share. The rest is used
for state expenses and the iatroCuction.of new means of production.
It is true that the burocracy takes a disproportionate share of the
values produced. This disproportionate share As reaching the level
that a NEW FORI,11 OF PRIMITIVE ACCLIMATION AS A PRELUDE TO A NEW
CAPITALIST ORDER IN RUSSIA is taking place, PRIVAIE capital in the
Soviet Union and PRIVATE property(the basis of capitalism in all its
forms, even State Capitalism) AS THE DECISIVE ASPECT OF ECUPS477-does
NOT exist in the Soviet Union. It la being re-Introduced precisely
through this new form of primitive accumulation.

But to lanwa,these "beginning" processes back towards capi-
talism as capitalism is just as.fallacioustpday, as the labelling
of the period of primitive accumulation in the final stages of

0.41;51V
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Precisely because the process of accumulati on represents
only the "beginning", processes back to capi-c ealism, precisely b-.. .

cause the basic property relations of October still exist, werefer
to the Stalinist, burocracy aa, a STRATUM rather 'chan as a class,
The burocracy is composed of a growing capitalist stratum, a con-
stantly smaller proletarian stratum, and the Stalinist force balan-
cing itself between the two, with its main weight, supporting the -
growing bourgeois force. Whether the proletariat, again regains fill
power, or the bourgeois force with the aid of world imperialism is
successfUl in its counter-revolution, the Stalinist force will be
crushed.

Before this accumulation in the Soviet 'Union reaches capi-
talist proportions, the growing bourgeois STB.A.111I must SEIZE POLITI-
CAL POWER, MUST EMDR3PRIATE THE 'vliQICKERS STATE, AND MUST ICE-ESTi,BLISH,
PRIVATE Pi:OPER:1Y AFT CAPITAL AS THE LEGAL BASE OF SOCIETY,

V-- TILT, PRDCESS OF tTRN3ITIOF'

Another a...rgament which has cropped up in the movement
lately is the argument by certain groups that the Soviet State is in
a state of transition back towards capitalism, and that a Workers
State no longer exist. These people argue that the character of the
e conomy despite the warpings of Stalinism I still remains Transition
Economy, a socialist, not a capitalist mode of production. But the
forms of the state power of the proletariat no longer exist -- the
Soviets have- been liquidated, Workers Democracy destroyed both in
the civil realm and in the army, etc. Congeouentay the State can
not be called a Workers State, but the workers of the world must
still defend the remnants of the October Revolution,

This, pOsition, although it admits-of The proletarian char-
acter of' the economy, nevertheless feeds grist to the mill of all
those who consider the Soviet Union to be capitalist, .who are against
its defense in ally s'ilape, form or manner.

A trdc:le union doayitated by gangsters and burocrats will be
used by them against the worizers interests but objectivity still re-
veals that even such warped trade uniona, are workers organizations.

One must speak not only of the DIRECTIOIC of any phenom.ena
but of its CEIA.RACTER as well. The revolutionary transition period
from capitalise to the Dictatorship of the Proletariat can be defined
not only as to DIRECTION but as to alARACMR as well. The dominant
State during Dual Power and up until the forceflil seizure of power
by the proletariat remains a BOURGEOIS STATE, Its _bade rests upon
private property' capitalist .economy, That is the DETEIMINiffe- FA.CrfOR.
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direction and the character of the present state in the Soviet Union
by the term "warped Workers State". To designate the character with-
out giving the direction can. lead to opportunist errors---that Stali-
nisni is leading the Workers State towards Socialism. But to desig-
nate, the direction without giving the character can lead to ultra- -left errors---that there is no longer anything in the Soviet Union
to defend that CID it,alisai already exists there.

Either error if not correted in time leaves the door open
to much-greater errors,

VI -- THE 03UNIER-REVOLUTIONARY ROLE OF STALINISM

As e final orpiment against the 1.Iorkers State, the revision-
ists point t.o ',the 'counter-revolutionary role of Stalinism on a world
scale,' especially its recent role in. Spain, where Stalinist soldiers
maimed the gun.s that shot down workers on the barricades, fighting
for their liberation from capitalism,

- - '

am, however, of v.ta t decisive importance is this factor
in relation to the character of the Soviet Union itself.? The counter
revolutionary role of _Staliniere merely emphasizes that within the
Soviet Union as well, it is -the objective agent of the world im-perial-
ists re-paving -t,,he Lay for capitalism:

PAGE $b
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As pointed out above, bourgeois states quite often UNDE.R
proletarian pressure, accept -oroletarian forms--soviets, etc. While
this tends to show the .direction in which society, is moving--on to-
wards the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, it does not obliterate

- the character of the remaining state,
The International . Contact Commission Cie signet es both the

To assume that the ch,ara.eter of a'Party in a Work.ers State
determines the character of that State is to give support to the
STALINIST THE,:'SIS that the Party and the State are synonomous. Bar
the Marxists, the Party is a GUIDITIG organ for the State apparatus;
the decisive ruling organs of the working class and the state how-
ever, are the Workers Councils, the Workers etc. The degen-
eration of the Party merely illeEriS that the State guiding-force has
degenerated. The character of the State is determined by the economy'
underneath it not the Party over it,

._ Let us take 'an analogy of .à trade union that is run by a
bunch of ur30.1.:tipulous burocrats who work hand in hand with the bosses-
the building tri.kes of the AFL, for instance. As revolutionists tie-
ca:11 on the building -trades workers to 'join these unions, despite the
reactionary role of its leadership, and to work to throw that leader-
ship out, In practice everything cone by the union officially is
against the interea. s Of the workers neverthelesS we consider the
union ,a working class INSITZEDT; which is liarped,

0,
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Feudalism (throwing of the serfs off the land etc,) as capitalism
itself,
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The same can be saidsof the Soviet Umjo. .Based on the
property relations introduced by the October Revolution, the State
is a:Workers State, but a.Warped Workers State. ** (Note 1)

WAS.30CIALISE POSSIBLE IN THE SOVIET UNION

Many of our ultra-lefts and reformists are now busy re-
studying the events isf, the Soviet Union. Every bit of -degeneracy of
the Stalinists gives them another opportunity for petty-bourgeois
platitudes: "Lenin was not correct, after. all. Had he lived he would
hav realized that there could be no PROL:TARIAN revolution in Russia,
that only a bourgeois revolution was possible,"

At the root de this error is the poor memory of our critics.
They entirely forget that no one of the Bolshevik leeders of 1917 --
including even Stalin -- expected Russia to build Socialism, On the
contrary, they made it clear that Socialism in one country was impos-
sible, that without the extension of the proletarian revolution to
other and more industrial countries, the Soviet Union itself would
inevitably falls

Thgt'the Workers State has been able to hang on even this
long -- 22 years -- despite all the defeated revolutions, is a sign
of the historic strength of the proletariat, and the inherent chronic
weakness of the.bourgeois states and economies., which were unable to
smash an isolated Workers State with-a backward .economy,

.IWhat has caused the decline is the false nationalistic poll-
cyT a reversal of the Marxian theories of Lenin, and in his time, of
Trotsky--the false theory that Socialism CAN be built in one country.
The failure to extend the proletarian revolution, which this theory
neuessarily involved, made the warping of the Workers State and a
reversal of its DMECTION --within the framework of Transition Econo-
my, however -- inevitable.

Is the Soviet Union, then, doomed? Too many people have
already given up-in their own minds the Soviet Union to the beatts of
capitalism. They do not nor cannot conceive of the inherent strength
of Transition Economy, wapr J as it is, still has, and the enormoup__
potentialities of the Russi= proletariat which has :tasted a new
form of society,* * * * * * * * *** **** ***** ***** **** *** * * * * * * * *
***(Note 1) But the burocracy, which temporarily controls the state
and ants in its name, is warping its purpoSe and scope, is moving
the state and the economy backwards, is moving against world revolu-
tion, just as the burdicrats in our trade union work against the
interests of the workers.
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country:they are-- prepare thereSistance of. the Soviet workers to
W the'impendingoeunterrevolution. Only those ho have a correct

understanding of the character, the developmenyand the direction of
the Workers State will be able to lead this ressttance suCcessfUllY.

One final_word to the mundane pessimists, the erudite gen-
lemen and Hearst-like demagogues who point to the failures of Commu-
nism, who speak of it as a pipe-dream. The bourgeois revolution took
hundred of years to develop, from the first successful revolution in
Holland to the extension of that revolution to England, it was more
than fifty years. From the time of this first-revolution until the
system of capitalism became decisive in world affairs, after the
Frecnh Revolution, it was more than 200 years, The struggles of the
proletariat against capitalism have by no means taken so long 'a per-
iod. Furthermore, the contradictions between Feudalism and Capita-
lism --'although severe-- were nowhere near as strong as the contra-
dictions between Capitalism and Socialism. In the one case it was a -
contradiction between two forms of private property rule, In the
other it is a contradiction between privte property as a whole and
socialized property. -

-

Nevertheless the working class has made gigantic strides
in the last few decades, desoLte all its set-backs, History is on
the side of the working class, A proletarian vanguard that digests -

the lessons Of the past defeats and the one victory in October,
turn the tide in the near future, by giving' guidance to the upsurgeb
that are inevitable and leading then in the most successful revolu-
tionary: development in the history of mankind,

The idarxists must systemmatically -- no matter in what

AGE

The enormous political concessions given by Stalinism to'
the imperialists -- the latest of which, by the way, the concessions
to Hitler, are helping the imperialists start their war -- bespeaks
of the weakness of Stalinism internally in the Soviet Union, it
bespeaks of the imminent struggle of the proletariat to regain its
lost workers democracy and to oust Stalitisn, and the imminent at-
tempts by the bourgeois forces inside the Soviet Union and outside
to re-establish a. capitalist order in Russia, Those who no longer,
consider the Soviet Union a Workers State will be taken by surprise
when the workers resist the counter-revolution, For them the .counter-
revolution is already over. If their ideas have any strength at all
in the Soviet Union.) they-can only serve to demoralize the working
class, to .check their attempts at resistance.

PREPAIE THE RESISTANCE OF THE WORKERS

,
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ON 11-1E, QUE. s-rioN Of
r fiR,E D m E jr< 'ALI F., 1'

We have already dealt with the most important aspects of
the question of the Soviet State, In this article we 'desire to pre-
sent some fundamental points concerning the false ultra-leftist posi-
tion of "red imperialism"; and also, the theoretical relation of the
question of the state in the Soviet Union to the entire theoretical
structure of Marxism,

EOONOMIC AND MILITARY AID TO HITLER

,dith. the Stalin-Hitler Pact functioning in the second im--
perialist war, the possibility, that a secret military agreement has
been reached (Editors' note; This article was written on September
5th, 1939) brings many questions to the fore: Are Russia and
preparing to divide up Poland and Eastern Europe? Is Hitler promis-
ing Stalin some land if the Stalinists do not give military aid to
the Anglo-French imperialists, but instead give economic aid to the

-- German imperialists? If it is true that Stalin has agreed to such a
policy, then it is another bittayal of the interests of the working
class having nothing in common with a Marxist policy. On the contrary,
such a policy would be power politics and a capitulation of Stalin
to Hitler,

But let us first assume that these rumors are untrue, that
although the trade treaty and non-aggrgSsion pact are principally
false and a further capitulation to imperialisn, no secret military
agreement exists. On this basis it must be understood that economic
aid in the period_of the warezto an imperialist power by the Soviet
Government (Stalin to Hitler) equals a certain form of political. aid;
and although this is not military aid in the strict sense of the
term, nevertheless it does' All) 11IT MILITARY MOVES of German imperial-
ism. and hence must be decisively condemned as further capitulation2 7to imperialiñ,.

"RED BTERIALISM't

But now assumirig4thet such a military agreement exists,
the question arises: Is it wrong for the Soviet Union to take over
more laid in the struggle ,against border capitalist or semi-colonial
countries behind which stand the forces of world imperialism? Or is
this wrong in Ihe period of the imperialist war? Of course not,
The. October Revolution can only be extended by the overttirow ofekeLi these'coVetries. and-the'es+ablishment of' Soviet Govern-
meirre ,e.ifilta-eed to the developing world federation of Soviets.
This is the correct theoretical position;

*Ale

pawl. -MRRITORIAL RIGHTS

In this connection, one must remember the issue of the

Chinese Eastern Railroad in Manchuria and' the polemics over this

question. At that time 7 many ultra-lefts and-capitalist writers

claimed that this policy represented "red imperialism", It is true

that Soviets were not established in Manchuria; that this was extra-

territorial rights carried over from the Czarist' days, But its pur-

pose and use by the Bolsheviks was exactly the opposite of that of

the Czar. The latter used it as a penetrating wedge for the exploita

ton of China, The Soviets used it as a front line trench to pro-
tect the Soviet Union against imperialism, and as a wedge to further

aid the development of the revolutionary struggle in China to throw

out-ALL the imperialists.

Under Lenin this wasthe line of' march of the Soviets and
the Red Army, i.e., the extension of the October Revolution, But

the betrayal of the Chinese Revolution under Stalin modified the

relation. Instead of being instruments of revolution, the Communist
Parties became border patrols for Stalinism; and the-Chinese Eastern
Railroad also took on this defensive -tharacter. This was due to the

false Stalinist policy, and not to the "land grabbing". In_the very

early stages of the Le-ft Opposition, Trotsky correctly defended the

question of the Chinese Eastern Railroad against Urbadins and others.

APNY tre-kRaffES

Moreover, in 1010 ,,hen the Hungarian Workers State under

Bela Kun was isola.ted and besieged, the Red, Army attempted to march
through Rumania in -order to help extend the revolution. Similarly,

during the Civil War days the Red Arrny marched into Poland in 'order,

to extend the revolution westward,

T1K.) POLICIES

The above examples of Soviet extra-territorial rights irt
one historic lesson that can be studied in two phases: In* its healthy

period under, Lerin wi th a revolutionary policy; and now in the period

of its degeeeration under Lii with his counter-revolutionary.poli-

cies. .Trnus a review. of t-.11.1,.. gp.estion in the past period gives

the theoretical base. as 171i de today..

NEW SER:HITORIAL CONQUESTS OF -THE SOVIETS

Let us assume that in the imperialist war the Soviets see

an opportunity to ext,..ma the border's of the Soviet Union; as the liOn-
1Viarxists say: land-grabbing and "red imperialism".

yond its present berders '',.tould' be correct, butwOUld-have to, be
carried out on
Revolution and its proper.ty relations. The workers and oppressed',

the basis of' the fundamental principles of the October
From OUR -STANDPOileT this extension of:ther-toviet;-U, be-
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masses of 'this given country would overthrow the capitalist system
with the aid of the Soviet State (either openly or secretly or both)
and establish a Soviet Government and affiliate to the developing
world Soviet center.

Of course, even here from our standpoint, a bitter struggle
would develop between the Marxists and the workers of the new Soviet
against the burocracy in the present warped Workers State. This
however, is not the problem at the moment.

cm STALINISM CARRY THROUGH A, REVOLUTION?

We state that it is-impossibIe-for--Ahe-Stainists' to suc.-,
"kcessfully lead a proletarian revolution, just as it A. impossible

for the leaders of the Second International t6 do so, ,On the con-
trary, the Stalinists are a brake upon the social revolution. Under
these circumstances, what kind of land extension would develop?
Would it be imperialist?

It is theoretically possible that the workers and oppressed

_
masses, in spite of and against Stalinism, can overthrow their own
capitalists and then affiliate and become absorbed into the present
WARPED Soviet structure with Stalinism still in control. The attempt
to digest this sector of- former capitalist economy and the newly
liberated masses into the present Soviet property relations would
intensify all the internal contradictions and sharpen the class
struggle within the Soviet Union, especially to the degree that
Stalinism remained in control,

But this intensification of the contradictions of the
warped'Viarkers State would- in no way IN ITSELF be a fUndamental
social transformation of the re-establishment of a capitalist state
and a capitalist economy in the Soviet Union,

This is true even with the most negative variant. Let us
assume that Stalinism would incorporate the new country or part of
t. country LEAVING INTACT the present capitalist property relations.
Even this IN ITSELF Would not mean a return to a capitalist economy
and state in the WHOLE of the Soviet Union. It would indicate the

, degree of degeneration of the Soviet Union under Stalinism and would
most likely reveal that the FIdAL struggle between the fUndamentally
antagonistic forces of Capitalism and Communismwas at hand --- a
definite indication that either the bourgeoisie*would be able to
carry through their social revolution against the property relations

, of +October, or that the Soviet workers, with the aid of the world
proletariat, and espeCially those of the given country being absoTbed
into the Soviet Union, would be able to carry through their political
revolution against Stalinism, stem the attacks of world imperialism,
and revivify a THY Soviet structure. /***t especially Hitler
and the ever-growing and more powerfUl capitalist ELEMENTS in the
USSR,

,

-
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The important question here involved is not the question
of whether it is correct for new territory to be added to the Soviet
Union. The important question is UPON 'AIHAT BASIS' IS THIS NEW TERRI-
TOR( 1EI7G II;TCORPORATED? --- 1) the overthrow of capitalism and the
establishmant of Soviets on a healthy basis; or 2) the overthrow of
capitalism and the establishrrent of Soviets but with Stalinism gain-
ing the upper hand over this section; or 3) the addition of new
territory retaining its essential capitalist .economy with some modi-
fications??? (None of these issues involve the question of extra-
territorial rights, such as the Chinese Eastern Railroad, with which
we dealt above),

THE DIRECTION AND TIM CHARACTER OF PROCESS

This is the DECIaVE question to determine the DIRECTION
of tie PROCE3S in the Soviet Unioni but even this even its most
nega i-ve 17::rian't, does not yet DECIDE THE PROCESS. The question
not one of their directic3. but of the CHARACTER OF THE ACONOMY
AND THE Si: 'f17.; --- the DE:LI-1117, .aspect of _the . :.1:07,,P. 1 --.:0: 1 erb , ---- can
be ett.1,-l'ol-,Ly upon the '--.;-'s of the maturiLg 1,o2i-t:cal and social
re-folut 7 C n, Tic) th of theF; . 11. ezients will be bough to the surface
at ono :',..Q fkl:,,1 Foviet Uniori.

PART II -- THE CHARACTER ,2.:F TEE SOVIET STATE IN THE LIGHT OF
HE THEORETICAL BASES OF MARXISM

Those Who claim to be Marxists and at the: same time assert
that the Soviet Union is not a warped Workers Statel that it is not
a Workers State at all, present the following position: That al-
though the Soviet Union still retains 11.-s property relations- in es-
sence, it is not a proletarian dictatorship today because of Stall-

- nism9 it is not a Workers State, but at the same time, sYme say, it
is not a capitalist state. Others clait that it is not a Workers
State and definitely a capitalist state.

Those who pre sent either one of the se "stra,ddle-the-fenc2fl
positions In between Marxism and ultra-leftism with their above-
stated positi-)n automatically 'pestion ALL OF TIM BASIC PRINCIPLES
OF MARXISIC. The- following five principled questions, as well as
others, cm. s: be answereid by these -people, or they kick JThese Marxist
principles in the teeth;

1- If the Soviet Union is not a Workers State and not a
capitalist state, then what kind of a state is it? Our position on .

this is that there is a WARPED Workers State resting upon what basi-
cally remains of the October property relations; that Stalinism is

cancerou3 growth on the Soviet Union playing a counter-revolution-
ary role. This flows from the Marxist principle that in modern so-
ciety there can only exist either the Dictatorship of the Bourgeoisie'
in any of its forms, or the Dictatorship of the Proletariat. But on
their basis, they must show how a NW, THIRD TYPE of 'state can exist-

4
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2- What determines the character of the state? The cor-
rect position on the question of the character of the state, .regard-
less of its form, is that it is determined by the mode of production,
the property relations. This basic Marxiar tenet refers to the char-
acter of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat and the Dictatorship of
the Bourgeoisie, not the FORMS of these two states. But those who
have the position that the property relations are hot capitalist are
therefore in. the basic contradiction of trying to explain how the
Character of the state can be different than the mode of production
on vthich it rests.

Related to _this, what-are the laws of the capitalist
mode of production and their relation to Transition Economy? This
question, involving the basic issues of the three volumes of CAPITAL
are presented in the May issue of the MARXIST. We therefore have the
right to ask the advocates of the above position: If the character of
the state, on YOUR basis, Is different than the mode of production,
what is its relation to the capitalist mode of production?

Does a NEW historical class exist in the Soviet Union,
2 or does a re-established CAPITALIST CLASS exist there? We answer
these questions in the negative and then show in our material' the
development of the "new,' capitalist STRATUM and its increased pres-
sure on Stalinism; how the Stalinist apparatus is honey-combed 'with
this element and howthe whole structure, under this pressure, *Aid.-
its world capitalist base; is shifting to the right and is perilously
near the brink of capitalist restoration. But since the advocates
of the above position do not accept our position, they must show
HOW the new capitalist CLASS exists, at is its material base in
Soviet society, and what is its relation to the character of the
state.

Can state power-be obtained by reform or revolution?
On this basic question we state fundamentally that the seizure of
-STATE power, can only be. through revolution, that the proletariat
can only seize state power through the revolutionaiy overthrow of
capitalism. And the same applies to the overthrow of the Workers
State --- it can only be accomplished by a capitalist (counter)
revolution. But since OW oponents do not believe that the Wor-t
kers State exists, they are efinitely implying that it has been
destroyed by REFORM. This is also a fundamental revision of Marx-
ism, and gives grist to the theoretical mill of the social refor-
mitts who wish to reach socialism through the gradual reform of

. capitalism.

The above five principled questions as well as Others must
not only be answered by those with the above-stated position, tut
imust also be immediately answe_red by those who believe that the
Workers State no longer exists in the Soviet Union.

ULTRA-LEFT EctEcTcLail

The "real" ultra-lefts, by means of eclecticism and not
dialectics, take care of these fundamental contradcitions with one
stroke of the pen. They blithely state that th.ere never was a prole-
tarian revolution in Russ:. a, -chat there was onlY a bourgeois revolu-
tion, that a Workers State never existed, that it was always a capi-
talist system and a capitalist state. This is a very simple and
convenient process; but those who thus shut their eyes to historical
reality and negate the basic premise of the October Revolution, can
have their simplicity in peace. We argue here only On the basic
premise. And those who hold the' ',neither-nor" position should here
take cognizance of where it is leading them. For, on the basis of
the acceptance of the basic premise of the October Revolution, they
are obligated to answer above listed principled questions in accor-
dance with the principles of Marxism; or they must renounce their
claim to being Marxists,.

In the face of the St, linist revisionism and the Ultra-,
leftism which the former feeds, the revolutionary Marxian position on
the Soviet Union is objectively' standing the test0 Sometimes our
emotions tell us one thing, as they do about trade unions and trade
union burocrats, as they do now, alkult betrayal after betrayal, the
Stalin-Hitler Pact, etc. --- but these subjective reactions do not
determine objective redltity; red-son and facts do this and give us
the correct analysis and position.

dik
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HOW TO DEFEND.
HE \

*** **** ***:,;* ********** t***4; ****.***.** * * *

(Editors' Note: This-is a resolution adopted over a year
ego -- August 7, 1938 -- by the Political Committee of the Revolu-
tionary vlorkers League (311 the defence of the Soviet Union.,

Wlien the Soviet Union will be part of an armed conflict,
either due to an imperialist invasion, or with Stalinism as an ally
of one group of imperialists against another group of imperialists,
the-war will have a two-fold character: As an ,imperialist war with
Stalinism as an ally of one group, it will be an imperialist war
with elements of revolutionary war. As a war of defense against
imperialist attack of the Soviet Union, it will be a: revolutionary
war with elements of the imperialist conflict, The contradcitory
pose'U.= of the Soviet Union b-eirris forth this condition,e. N.)

It is the purpose of the Marxists in all cases TO DEVELOP TEE
STRUGGLE INM A GENERAL REVOLUTIONARY- WAR TO STRENGUIEN AND EXTEND
PI g OCTOBER REVOLUTION,

2- Unconditional Defense means the COLTL-2.1 support of Stalinism
in periods of military struggle; revolutionary defeatism mews that
one considers the Soviet state and army bourgeois and stryggles
against it as in a capitalist country; however, the position Of con-
ditional defense means: the defense of the Sovlet Union against the
imperialist invasion and -the imperialist agents within the Soviet

'Union -- the Stalinists and others. In a war Stalinism will be a
brake upon the Soviet Union even more so than it is today.

If the political revolution against Stalinism is not completed
before -the war develops, then the participation of the Soviet Union
in that war vii1.l enlarge all the contradictions within, and will
lead to a violent- soluti.on of these antagonists. The Russian masserc.
with guns in hand .will. be more than aliatch for Stalinism and other
such enemies of the proletariat.

3- The main line for conditional defense of the, Soviet Union
is the independent working class action., internationally and inside
the Soviet Union

DIATIONAtr-TEW P,A.GE 2 4

a- The political and organizational leidependence of the revolu-

tionary Marxian organization,

-b- Revolutionary Defeatism in all capitalist countries, no mat-,

ter which side of' the struggle they are on.

Help the Russian Marxists build a Marxian Party in the Soviet
Union.

For Soviets, a genuine Red Army and workers democracy:- in

the Soviet Union, 4,

4- The Red Army under. Stalinism is warped and used by the buro-
cracy for anti-working class ands. But as a lied Army it is based on
the proletarian property relations and will have millions of armed

workers in its ranks. It is not a bourgeois army. We are for inde-

pendent class action inside and outside the Red Army,

We are against calling on the workers at all times to join.the
Red Army.. lie are equally against calling on the workers at all
tims not to join the Red Army, It is a tactibal question whether
under certain circumstances we call for joining the Red Army or whe-

ther under other circumstances, we call upon the v,:orkers not to join
the Red Army.

Cur perspective is to organize Workers. Militias wherever we can-

to strengthen and extend the October Revolution; and Where we are in

the Red Army we work for -workers democracy end Soviets.

A healthy Red Army should always be backed up by irregulars or

Workers Militia forces; even in circumstances where we favor joining
the Red Army, workers militias and partisan bands must be estab-
lished. However, in those places where we favor joining the Red

Army we do not pose the workers militias as instruments counter to

the Red Army.
-

The revolutionists work within the Red Army of Stalinism to
transform it into a genuine Red Army based upon industrial structure

and with genuine soldiers democracy against the Stalinist officers
caste, The Soldiers Comittee-s must regain control of the lied Army.

In other places where' Stalinism or other counter-revolutionary

forces cannot be disliiidged, where the Red Army cannot be transformed

into a genuine class instrument, and where the Red Army becomes the

disguise for these enemy forces, it will be necessary to constitute

Workers Militias te carry out the defense of the Soviet Union a-
gainst these units.

5- Material Aid to the Red Army:

The Marxists must give their material aid to the Marxists

nationalists and the Iussiana who are working for the creation of a 7,

-
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new Communist Party.
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Where workers organizations not under the control of the Marx-
istst are willing to give material aid to the oviet Union, the -

Marxists shall: Clearly state the policy of conditional defense,
Endeavor throu.gh representatives to see that this aid goes to1 the
left forces fighting on an independent class line against imperialism
and the Stalinist agents,

Where the Marxists are unable to carry through this policy, as
a general rule we do not oppose these workers sending aid to the_
Soviet Onion, but the forces -working for independent class action
work to obtain this material. Under specific conditions, as excep-
tions, cpnsidering the concrete stage of the struggle against Stali-

nism and other counter-revolutionary-forces in their struggle against
the workers and peasants, we shall fight against shipments to these
anti-working class forces.

Above all, conditiona11 defense means in each concrete situ.a-
tion the defense ofathe Soviet Union against ALL imperialists and
their agents in the soviet Union, to. St1inists and o thers.

NF `/Y
f< rr

1- Ea..? S .N IVE LCJC.
We' have just learned from the Red Front comrades that

several of their comrades were arrested just prior to the opening

of the Second Imperialist -biar in one of the Scandinavian countries

and others were arrested in Germany. This has forced them to alter

some of their plans and to reorganize their forces. The outbreak

of war has placed the greatest of burdens upon their shoulders.
The arrested comrades outside of Germany have already been deported
to _another country, but we do not know the fate of the comrades

arrested in Germany.
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1HE MILITANT WORKERS GROUP OF AUSTRALII, TO ME R. W. L. .8c I.C.C.

gators, Note: The following is the reply of the Militant

Workers Group of Australia to -the letter of the R.W.L. which vas

issued at the time the Fourteen Point Programatic Declaration was

first circulated. By the time this letter was received, the Provi-

sional INTBrATIONAL CONTACT COLNISSION was already functioning;

and the reply, therefore, to the M. 4. G. is from the I. C. C.

* * * * * *** **** ***** ****** ****** ***** **** *** ** * * * * *
20/7/39 -

RevolutiOnary Workers League of U.S.

The Secretary
Dear Comrade: -

Please accept our apologies for the delay in replying

to your communication of May 22nd. It was essential for us to dis-

cuss this matter thoroly before relplying. Thru this discussion we

reached the following conclusions: -The R.W.L. must be informed re

our group that we are-small in numbers, have little -finance, and
have no influence as yet on the labor movement in this countrY. We

are in fact a nucleus organization. We have exceptional possibili-
ties for growth in Brisbane by reason of the fact that we are the

only left group ft-motioning here. In the South, in Sydney and Mel-

bourne, there are several groups: S.L.P., Socialist Party, I.W.W*
Trotskyists (two varieties) and others. Here the organizations with
a workitig-class- orientation are;-the...A.L.P. which is now and has

been for years, the State government' party; the Protedtant Labor"

Party formed recently ostensibly to combat the predominating Catho-

lic influence in the official- Labor Party, 'The Stalinists who have

been gaining in influence lately; our group. So at least we have no
pseudo-revolutionary opposition.

Another point that must be brought to your attention is -

that altho indivicuals atay proclaim themselves iland.tits, we do not

refer to our group as a Marxist organization, But this does not
mean that as a group we are opposition to the teachings of Marx and

Engels in any particular. We have the example of the Stalinists,

the Trotskyists and others c1aimirj to be prophets of the only true

uMarxism-Leninism", and we have noticed that the use of the term le

only too frequently to screen the introduction of policies and. tac-

tics inessential to, and at variance with, the teachings of Marx and

Engels. No criticism of the R.W.L. is herewith. intended.

Re your program of fourteen points:

We disagree on points 2 and 5,

We agree with reservations on points 1...deleting referenc

to the extension of the October Revolution as we do not regard This.,

4 ;

-

In spite of -these difficulties the representative of the

Red Front has informed us of -the selection of a tempora.ry repiesen-
tative to the Provisio:aal International Contact Commission, a com-
rade who will be able in a short, time to function in America with

the Commission,

The action of the Red Front in ta.king steps to strengthen
*the Interna.tional work in this hour of crisis reveals the true inter-
-nationalism of the German affiliate of the INMENATIONAL CONTACT
COMMISSION in their struggle' to overthrow Hitler,

The affiliated organiza.tion in Great Britain and the
United States will. carry out the same line. to turn the imperialist

- war- into a civ13. war,
,

f'6
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sia as a workers state. Point 9 we would like to hear in greater
-detail your views re the formation of Workers Councils: we think
that many divergences-from-the_methods used in Russia would be neces-
sary in the interestt of workers demo cracy. Sere-Point. 10,

We agree with all other Points, especially 4, 6, 7, and 8
provided that the words "Revolutionary Communism" may be always sub-
stituted for "Marxism" and "Revolutionary Communist" for "Marxist"
or "Marx:an".

We do not consider that these differences should separate
our organizations, we regard the R.W.L. as a revolutionary communist
organization? and we would readily participate in the Provisional
Contact COMM1S:A01-1, provided that we may obtain the above opinions
as a minority-, and that participation will not prevent our pursuance
of ,comradely relations with the LRWP arid possibly with the Mexican
group that has broken with the Trotskyists. -

Re the remark re sectarianism in the letter to Z..
this was made for the purpose of argument (we said in the letter
"withoikt prejudice", i.e. temporarily, for the sake of discussion.).
We do-not regard the R.W.L. as sectarian, in4act we have no oppor-
tunity for forming such an opinion as we have? had uontact with
your organization only by correspondence, and your material does not
justify a charge of sectarianism. You have an approach common to
most Marxistoranizations that is dogmatic, but not a proof of. poli-
tical sectarianism,

' _

-
Am sending you more papers by ordinary mail,

Comradely,
(signed) V. Q..;

Secretary
P.S. Perhaps it is as well to add that on the points on which we
do not as yet agree with the R.W.L. , we remain open to conviction
that your views are correct. So far, especially on Point 5 re Rus-
oia? we cannot see that you are right., 'aThile we do not refer co the
Soviet Union as a capitalist state, we do not see, how, in view of
the proven facts of the oppression and exploitation of the Russian
masses, workers and peasants, by the burocracy, the Soviet Union
can be'-regardeld as a workers state, In fact7 it seems umcse to sorefer to it, None of us claim to be theoreticians, but we feel that
what is needed is some new designation to apply to Russia. I think
I have informed you that Yre agree, with you in the essentials of the
policy to be adopted towards Russia in the event of war,

Re Point 27 our objection is--not to the necessity for the
Revolutionary Communist organization remaining ,politically and or-
ganizationally independent of other organizations, and being inter-
national in program and organization (we presume that nedessary

cussion,
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variations to meet local needs and conditions a..r,be regarded as per-
-missable,)____ But the -paragraph in question (Point 2) give's the im-
pression of a likelfh16-C)d-df- a-repo ti ti on- -o fthe-o rgani zational error
made for instance, tir_the first years of the Workers Party in this
country when the W.P. .set out to be organizationally a replica of the
Communist Party in miniature. We think that the Whole qustion of
tlie organizational apparatus and methods. will bear_ a great deal of
reconsideration and overhauling, with a view to insuring that achiev-
ing the essential unification and centralism, the no 'less essential
democracy within the orLenization is not jeopardized.

'de have your material on the L'.R.;f.P. which is under dis-

Here the -ouestion. of the day 'is the National Register,
There was a good deal of ,ao-Dosition when the Register was first .

_

suggested. Then the A.C.T.t., (Australian Council of Trade Unions)
stepped in and announced that they would very kindly lead the oppo-
sition, The Laborites and Stalinists who make up the A.C.T.U.
started a boycott calripai&m. by -means of which they have managed to
stifle most of the enthusiasm. Now they seem to be preparing for

_

an ingenious betrayal,

^
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cc F.:0117- CLA

August 12, 1939

Dear Comrade Q...: We have your letter of the 20th of July and have
sent your letter and this proposal for action to the affiliated
groups not yet having representatives in the Center. We arepropos-
ing to the sections that this positron on the billita.nt, Workers Group

be adopted: that at the present stage your group be considered a
sympatb.etic organizatilan to the Provisional INTERNATIONAL NTACT
COMAISSION; that we continue the discussien started for clarifica-
tion and basic agreement on our positions.

I- iThe Russian Question

Your letter presents a position onthe Soviet
Union which stated that although you do not consider the Soviet
Union to have a workers state, at the same time you are convinced.
that it is not a capitalist State. Furthermore, you state that you
agree with our position on the policy toward the Soviet Union in
the event of war.

We are glad that in regard to these two ±1..inda-
mental aspetts of the question, you ha's defined your position, but
we would like to know what yOur po-sition Is in regard to other equal-
ly fundamental aspects of the question. Otherwise, it is difficult
to make a complete evaluation.

As yet you have not stated what KIND of a state
exists in the Soviet Union, Since you present the position that it
is neither workers nor capitalist, you should state what kind of a
state you think it is. From our standpoint there canexist no
STATE in between the Dictatorship of the Bourgeoisie and the Dicta-
torship of the Pro letaritt, Not in form, but in GDNTENT, it must
be either the one or the other in the present period.

In answering this question it is essential for
yourtoiyanization to determine what you think are the property rela-
tiontvin the Soviet Union, A raply to this qu.estion will determim
your position on the kind o;,. a state that exists in the Soviet Union.

From our point of view it is not only necessary
to deal with the DIRECTION that the Soviet Uniori is moving in but

.4- its CHARACTER as well. We agree with you 100% that the Soviet Union
is moving back to capitalism. Nevertheless, it is of the utmost
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importance to state the CEARACIDER of the Soviet State, lest your
position be used an upbrella for all sorts of elements: both those
who are and those who are not for the defense of the Soviet Union,

It is in this light that-the Provisional INWRNATIONAL

CONTACT C0MliaS6I0N speaks of the Soviet Union as a warped Workers
State, The character of. the state is determined by the property re-
lations no matter what the forms of that state may temporarily be.

-
The Provisional INTERNATIONAL CONTACT COMIISSION presents

the position that the basic adpects of the October property relations
still remains in spite of the inroads of the capitalist sector of
economy. This determines for us the basic aspectof the question of
the dictatorship: that a Dictatorship of the Proletariat exists in
the Soviet Union. This economy and its state are undermined, warped
and degenerated under Stalinist tegemony

,

But to complete the process, which is rapidly approaching
-4-0. climax, a social 'revolution is needed. To oust the cancer of Stan
nism, on theother handl the proletariat must carry Through a politi-
' cal revqlution, '.In. this process, the beurgeois elements within the
Soviet -nion are increasing their pressure upon Stalinism.
as the agent of the imperialists, at the present moment, used against
the world revolution, is rapidly .losing ground to the more open agents-:-

But as yet the Stalinists still dominate the Soviet)State
structure.

The state under the Stalinist stranglehold id used against
the interests of the pro ]e tariat, just as bourgeois states under
dictatorial regimes in developing and dec.sky ca.pitalism have been used. ,-1.;

for long or short periods by a burocratic force against the historic_ k'

interests of the capitalist class,'
...

The Soviet State has' taken on bourgeois forms in its de.'.:
generation. It has not been ubed as a driving pressure to 'overeome--

the international and internal contradictions confronting the Soviet
uni3On after the October Zieulution. It .can remain at its present un-
stable stage only for a short ,,period. Its direction is towards depi-
talismt but its CHARACTER,s-ed on the property relations, is that
of a Workers State,

. -_,/
The first issue of INTERNATIONAL NEWS presents a position

on the question of workers democracy under the Soviets which we en.-.-
dorse, A document on How to Defend the Soviet Union will be, pub.;-
lished in the second issue. These documents -clearly define the .

question you speak of.
In the do'cument on Workers Democracy we emphasize the ilee' v,

of ARMING THE _WHOLE IMPICING CLASS -MROU.CEI TUE -. SOVIETS' AS 'CATE' Or , TgE

PILLARS To ASSURE iioRrarts iMotRACY--IN ring ,FIG-IT -'AGAINST BUROCRA '

l

That- is not the eagse:loathe Soviet Union under.,Stalini.sn
-, , ., c - ,--------- --, ,..,.-- ,

.

4
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It is unfortuntit,e. that the Soviet 'Union is complicated withso many contradictions that -confuse the issue, Taking power in a
country-predominantly-peasant, a-backward country, has created a ba-sic contradiction which it has not overcome; a contradiction whichthe siezure of power in an advanced country will not have. The ina-bility ofthe -World proletariat to EXTEND THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION toone or more advanced countries created a second contradiction of ma-jor import which in turn opened the door for the more favorable re-lation of forces of DECAYING capitalism vs. RISING proletarian power,

-
An exploiters state comes into being AFT12.2 the economicmight of the new exploiter class has firmly established itself in thewomb of the old society. An exploiters state ails for the defenseof the -exploiting minority and the subjection, of the exploited major-ity. The new exploiter can carry over decisive aspects of the pre-vious state of the disposed exploiter,

The proletarian state must be different- It cannot use theexploiters state, It must tear it to the ground, It must construct-41 " new tY/te of state, The proletarian economic domination=--and controlof production does not preceed the building of the new state; ratherthe economic oon.trol and reconstruction can only be carr"-edit-through the seizure of state power,

The historical and material differences IW.this aspect of theexploiters state and the workers state and economic lead manycom-rades to conftsion on the question of deteximiningAhe CHARACTER OF
THE DICTATORSHIP OF TUE PROLETARIAT.

The new state cannot rise above the economic level, Back-yard economy will recreate bourgeois forms, and if not fought against,will finally overcome the advaxce,,

The agreement of the Militant Workers Group of Australiaend the International Contact Commission on the question that theSoviet Union is no a capitalist state, and on how to defend theSoviet Union is a Tasis for further discussion and clarification.Toward this end we elaborateour position and await your answer,
2- The -Political and Organizational Independence ot theRevolutionary 'iAarxian Organization

On this question your organization states that you fearthere may be some disagreement, But you -do not state on what aspectof the question, and do not present sufficient material to indicatewhere this -disagreement may be or where it may develop, At the sametime you state that you are of the opinion that the whole questionof organization apparatus and method will bear reconsideration andcorrection We Would like you tc) present your position on thisquestion,

T.
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3- Are We iLarxi stS7

We have presented the position that we are Marxists. We

have rejected the term Marxist-Leninist, etc, Our theoretical foun-
dation represents the concretization of liand.sra in the present period.
Therefore it is the most logical term to use to designate us, This - -

in no way excludes the use of *a more popular term,- Supplementing this
theoretical term, At the same time we use the term Communist but we
do not see the need of a policy of replacing the term Marl.l.sf with
Revolutionary -Communist, We use both,

4- Our Agreement on- Basic Question

Your .letter dealing with the Fourteen Points of the Provi-
siorill CONTACT COOLII3SION clearly shows that upon the
other basic points, your organization is in full agreement, - The

fact that, your organization ag,rees with the correct position on revo-
lutionary defeatist in the present pre-war period is a heartenlng
sign, The. Commission, replying to your letter and publishing your
letter and this reply, does so with the aim of fu_rther discussion
and clarification of these differences.

Comradely,

(signed) Hugo Oehler
for the

Provisional
INTERNATIONAL CONTACT COILISSION
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